
  

 We provide best educated engineers,  
 with first class knowledge of MBSE 
 methods in accordance to the 
 development methods SPESS2020 or  
 ARCADIA and corresponsive customer- 
 specific tools as CAPELLA & RHAPSODY
 Support in each project phase:

  From the product idea to the   
  implementation of complex customer  
  needs
  Either directly at the customer‘s  
  site or as end-to end work packages 
  in our own premise
 Our experts are prepared to support  

 our customer with any kind of work  
 package. From requirements 
 analysis in DOORS or directly within  
 the MBSE model through the complete 
 hardware and software development  
 phase including tests up to complete  
 commissioning
 We offer the right solution for every  

 request, regardless if the entire inter- 
 disciplinary system specification shall  
 be described or support in the indivi- 
 dual phases of the project management  
 is needed
 MBSE training for customer teams

OUR ADDED VALUE WHY MODEL BASED 
SYSTEMS ENGINEERING 
(MBSE)?
Today‘s product development is usually based on processes that 
include a high level of communication and documentation such as 
requirements matrixes or individual system specifications. However, 
companies figured out that this approach quickly reaches its limits in 
managing complex cross-divisional functions and avoiding errors in 
system or product development.

MBSE is a methodology that describes, combines and monitores all 
required information in one abstract model and therefore eliminates 
the communication of unnecessary information by only relying on the 
relevant data:
 All customer and/or product requirements 
 The system architecture 
 The description of the mode of operation of a mechatronic system  

 including its behaviors

This makes it easier for engineering teams to
 get a better understanding of the problem
 recognize and master complexity
 improve communication between all parties involved in the project
 early detect and prevent errors through continuous traceability and  

 transparent dependencies
 improve the handling of changes throughout all involved divisons

To ensure the maximum optimization from the beginning of the 
product or system lifecycle throughout the entire development, sales 
functions and product management processes should be involved 
from the very start. Thus individual customer needs can directly be 
translated into technical specifications for the system architecture.
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STRATEGY
 Phase in regular market research programs to get detailed insights  

 about the latest market changes and customer needs
 Train our experts in MBSE methods and the relevant tools such as  

 CAPELLA & RHAPSODY to be ready when needed
 AKKA’s profound application user knowledge makes us a preferred  

 and reliable partner for our customers in the naval, aerospace or  
 automotive sector
  Our know-how enables us to offer application-specific 
  solutions that create value for our customers

CHALLENGES
 In order to meet the special security requirements concerning customer

  or governmental restrictions (secret or even top secret level), our   
 experts will have the needed security clearance accordingly, if not  
 already done by the German authorities.

POTENTIAL
Adapting the MBSE methodology to other sectors and further sup-
port digitalization:
 Environmental friendly drive systems of the automotive industry
 New platforms in naval shipbuilding
 New projects in the aerospace sector
 General projects in the area of Industry 4.0 such as:

 plants for the automotive industry, energy generation, food
 industry and consumer products
 Digitization and autonomous driving in the heavy agricultural

 industry
 In the rail vehicle segment, for example high-speed trains,

 freight trains or light rail vehicles

MBSE offers enormous growth potential in all technical areas,
whenever complex products and systems are to be developed,
produced and operated. The big advantage for everyone involved
in the process is a uniform understanding, best possible
communication, minimizing risks and handling projects in time,
budget and quality as planned. 

OUR EXPERTISE IN DETAIL/WHERE 
MBSE CAN BE USED

 Mechanical design
 Soft- or hardware functionality
 Vehicle communication
 User experience
 HMI Design
 Big Data
 Behavior modelling
 Development of safety-critical systems 

 with a model-based approach
 Definition of system architecture on  

 a functional and physical level
 Development of pre-qualified soft- 

 ware libraries
 Design validation and verification  

 through simulation
 Software in the Loop Verification
 Automatic testing

MBSE

To keep our customers operational 
and to meet exact their technical 
requirements and human resource 
de mands, we have the knowledge and 
experiences in using MBSE.


